PROV4ITDaTa: Transparent and direct transfer of personal data to personal stores
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Figure 1: PROV4ITDaTa: Architecture overview

ABSTRACT
Data is scattered across service providers, heterogeneously structured in various formats. By lack of interoperability, data portability is hindered, and thus user control is inhibited. An interoperable data portability solution for transferring personal data is needed. We demo PROV4ITDaTa: a Web application, that allows users to transfer personal data into an interoperable format to their personal data store. PROV4ITDaTa leverages the open-source solutions RML.io, Comunica, and Solid: (i) the RML.io toolset to describe how to access data from service providers and generate interoperable datasets; (ii) Comunica to query these and more flexibly generate enriched datasets; and (iii) Solid Pods to store the generated data as Linked Data in personal data stores. As opposed to other (hard-coded) solutions, PROV4ITDaTa is fully transparent, where each component of the pipeline is fully configurable and automatically generates detailed provenance trails. Furthermore, transforming the personal data into RDF allows for an interoperable solution. By maximizing the use of open-source tools and open standards, PROV4ITDaTa facilitates the shift towards a data ecosystem wherein users have control of their data, and providers can focus on their service instead of trying to adhere to interoperability requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data is scattered across different service providers (e.g., Google, Flickr, etc.), heterogeneously structured in various formats. Interoperability – the ability to be exchanged and unambiguously processed by machines – is lacking, and as a consequence, data portability is hindered. Service providers store data on their servers, but there is no trivial solution for porting this data elsewhere. Data which is siloed within different service providers negatively contributes to the vendor lock-in issue, where users become reliant on a single service provider. Not only does this confine the freedom of users and thus inhibits user control, it also burdens smaller providers by forcing them to gather data, rather than investing effort in the service they provide.

Existing initiatives, such as the Data Transfer Project¹ (DTP), attempt to address the aforementioned problems by providing an

¹https://datatransferproject.dev/
open-source, service-to-service data portability platform that allows users to transfer their data. Unfortunately, such efforts – being hard-coded – may inhibit (i) transparency because inspecting the transfer would require reviewing its source code, as well as (ii) interoperability because service providers use custom data models.

On the one hand, users wishing transparency, i.e. assessing the trustworthiness of the transfer, would need to review the source code to determine the origin and applied transformations of the transferred data, justifying the need for incorporating data provenance [3]. On the other hand, complying to hard-coded implementations require development effort for both the creation and alignment of custom data models, underlining the need for a configurable approach [2].

A portability tool is needed that allows transferring heterogeneously structured personal data from different service providers in an interoperable format, without bothering users with technicalities that would refrain them from doing so. This can help bring control back to the users. Furthermore, unlocking this data in an interoperable way levels the playing field for small and big service providers, allowing them to focus on their service’s core functionalities.

Declaratively describing the transfer allows for (i) assessing its quality without requiring to inspect the source code or to execute the transfer, and (ii) automatic provenance generation. Fine-grained configuration of the transfer is required to increase flexibility in adhering to other data models, and reduces maintenance costs by minimizing implementation efforts.

In this demo paper, we present PROV4ITDaTa: an open-source Web application available online at https://prov4itdata.ilabt.imec.be/. The source code (MIT-licensed) is available at https://github.com/RMLio/prov4itdata-web-app. PROV4ITDaTa is a transparent data portability tool and allows for fine-grained configuration to improve interoperability of personal data.

2 PROV4ITDATA

In this demo paper, we present PROV4ITDaTa, an open-source Web application\(^2\) that allows transferring personal data from multiple service providers to a personal data store. The PROV4ITDaTa platform exploits and advances the existing open-source solutions RML.io\(^3\) [4], Comunica\(^4\) [7], and Solid\(^5\) [6], and combines them to yield a transparent transfer pipeline (Figure 1). In the following paragraphs we introduce the PROV4ITDaTa Web application, and unveil how (i) heterogenous data sources can be transformed to interoperable datasets through declarative fine-grained configuration and accompanied by automatically generated provenance statements, by leveraging RML.io; (ii) specific parts of the generated datasets can be selected and aligned with other data models and external datasets, using Comunica; and (iii) personal data can be stored in a decentralized environment that lets users control and interlink their data, by leveraging the Solid ecosystem.

PROV4ITDaTa Web Application. The user interface (Figure 2) contains multiple cards, relevant to the different transfer steps. During the first step, users can choose from an extensible list of curated

\(^2\)https://prov4itdata.ilabt.imec.be/
\(^3\)https://rml.io/
\(^4\)https://comunica.dev/
\(^5\)https://solidproject.org/

Figure 2: A straight-forward user interface is used to interact with the PROV4ITDaTa Web application

RML rules, each describing the service provider to transfer data from, and how the original data will be transformed to interoperable data using RDF. As depicted by Figure 3, the RML rules are made available for either inspection or download. These RML rules are discussed in greater detail in the following paragraph. In the second step, the user initiates the transfer by clicking the “Execute”-button, and is subsequently guided through the authorization procedure which informs the user about the scope of personal data that will be accessed. The Web application supports multiple authorization schemes (e.g. OAuth1.0 and OAuth2.0), and is extensible to more, hence, improving portability. After successful execution, the interoperable RDF datasets (i.e. the generated dataset and automatically generated provenance statements) are persisted to the user’s personal data store. These datasets are available for inspection and download through the user interface, similar to Figure 2.

RML.io. RML.io (Figure 4) is a set of open-source tools to generate RDF knowledge graphs, where access and transformations are described using RML rules [4]. These RML rules provide the means to generate semantically enriched RDF data from heterogeneous and (semi-)structured sources, using a declarative set of rules. By using a declarative configuration, we provide a transparent transfer, independent of source code, with fine-grained configuration possibilities. Moreover, describing the access is a one-time effort per service provider and can be reused by other RML rules. We demonstrate the flexibility and reusability of this configurable approach by providing RML rules that use different vocabularies (e.g. Schema.org, DCAT) for the transformations. Furthermore, the RML rules support automatic generation of provenance statements concerning applied transformations during the transfer [1, 3]. The provenance information, structured using the W3C recommended standard PROV-O [5], allows further automatic processing to evaluate correctness by the user.

Comunica. Comunica provides a meta-query engine designed in a highly modular and configurable manner to deal with the heterogeneous nature of Linked Data on the Web. Comunica supports executing federated SPARQL queries over one or more interfaces, allowing us to query and combine data from the generated datasets and transfer it to new services. We extended Comunica to include a provenance trail, allowing us to know where resulting data came from.
from. Using Comunica allows us to declaratively describe enriched datasets, that can integrate internal and external data.

Solid. The Solid ecosystem encapsulates a set of W3C standards and tools, based upon the Linked Data principles, aiming towards a sustainable Web and data-ecosystem [8]. Solid includes decentralized data stores called Solid Pods, that we use to store data resulting from the transfer: the generated datasets and provenance trails as well as the parts selected through querying over the generated data. By transferring the personal data to a Solid Pod, the user regains control of its personal data. Moreover, the personal data that was siloed within different service providers, can now be linked together.

3 CONCLUSION
We showcase how users can transparently transfer heterogeneous data from service providers to their own Solid Pod by leveraging and exploiting the open-source solutions RML.io, Comunica, and the Solid ecosystem. We showcase the applicability and extensibility for decentralized environments by applying it to the Solid ecosystem. We showcase the interoperability of our solution by maximizing the use of RDF: the configuration of the transfer pipeline, as well as the (generated) datasets and provenance data it generates are in RDF format. We showcase configuration and personalization abilities by providing multiple configurations for transferring personal data.

PROV4ITDaTa lowers the barrier for services to adhere to data portability requirements as no more development effort is needed, only configuration. Furthermore, the playing field for service providers is leveled: instead of competing in a data harvesting race, providers can focus on their application and use our platform to allow users transferring (parts of) their data into the new application. Aside from the stand-alone setting showcased in this paper, we envision our solution to also be integrated in existing portability solutions such as DTP.
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